Didn't think CITC could make the most popular snow machine in the industry better? Thought we would just sit on our laurels? Think again! CITC has outdone themselves by upgrading their most popular piece of equipment, the Little Blizzard. The Little Blizzard has a whole new look, inside and out.

The first thing you will notice is the great new deep blue powder coating. The surface is much smoother, yet still textured to be “show tuff.” When you turn the machine on, you’ll see the higher output immediately. The flakes never looked so light, so fluffy, and so dry. Third, you’ll notice that you’re getting about 20% more snow with the same amount of fluid. The variable speed now has a much greater range as well, going from wisps of snowflakes to larger, white fluffy, dry, flakes.

Available with or without soundproofing, CITC’s new Little Blizzard XT is definitely, “Cool Stuff That’s Show Tuff!”

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- 50% Higher Output Than LBSP
- Fluffier, Lighter, Drier Flakes
- More Conservative on Fluid
- Greater Range Variable Output
- DMX on board

XT SP 100252 120v, 100253 100v, 100254 230v
XT 100255 120v, 100257 230v
Dimensions: 20" x 10" x 12" (51 cm x 25 cm x 30 cm)
Weight: 30 lb (14 kg)
Shipping Weight: 35 lb (16 kg)
Shipping Box Size: 25" x 15" x 16" (64 cm x 38 cm x 41 cm)
Snowflake control options: Remote Control, Two-speed Fan
DMX: On/off and volume control 0-100%
Remote Control cable: 25 ft (7.6 m)
Sound: Little Blizzard® SP/DMX - 71-73 db
Fluid: CITC Little Blizzard® Fluid available in Basic, Dry, Extra-Dry, Super Extra-Dry, Dry 100 & Ultraviolet, LB 32
Run Time: Continuous
Electrical Supply: 120 VAC/60Hz - 10 A
230 VAC/50Hz - 5 A
Fuse: 120VAC - 10A/250 V 5x20 mm
230VAC - 5A/250V 5x20 mm
CE approved: CE approved parts
Limited Warranty: One year
Fluids: Little Blizzard Extra Dry, Dry, Dry 100, Super Extra Dry,